
How to Leverage Sales Using AI

The Future of AI
in Sales 



About Us
Nadernejad Media Inc. is an online reputation management

firm, helping clients improve their online reputations. 

We provide emergency reputation management services to
people and businesses worldwide with 80 percent of our

clients from the U.S. We’ve also trained over 100,000 students
on platforms like Udemy and Skillshare on sales, SEO and

content creation.

Recently our focus has been on working with clients to boost
conversions and elevate their sales outcomes by leveraging AI

and online reputation management together.

This is how we do it.



Devlopments in AI 

In 2023, AI has significantly impacted businesses across
various sectors. 

Here's a brief overview.



How can AI help with the customer sales journey?

Monitor and Gauge Sentiment: AI can actively analyze long-form
written content on the web for positive, neutral or negative
sentiment. It can also work with large sets of data on social
platforms to guage trust. 

Write and develop content: AI can research, write and develop
new positive content for brands that you can disseminate on social
platforms and high domain authority websites. 

AI Powered Customer Engagement Systems: By analyzing data
trends and customer behaviours, AI driven chatbots and tools offer
real-time assitance, enriching the customer journey. 



Case Studies
Vanguard experienced a 15% increase
in conversion rates through Persado's
AI language platform, which
personalized ads.

Adobe generated $10+ million using
Drift's AI chatbot, enhancing customer
engagement and boosting conversions.

Marketo uses AI-driven marketing
automation to facilitate personalized
campaigns, aiding in lead nurturing
and improving campaign effectiveness.

HubSpot CRM leverages AI to offer
data-driven recommendations,
improving customer interaction
tracking and sales efficiency. 



Sales is Trust
Before we think about
integrating AI, 
we need to understand how
others perceive us on the
web. 

We can do this by performing
an online reputation audit. 

Do we have a brave
volunteer? 



The Face of
Your Brand
81 percent of consumers use
Google Search to evaluate local
businesses. (BrightLocal) 

The next observation might
scare you.

The same people are now
conducting searches on you,
your entire executive team.
They are looking for your
successes and failures. 



AI WILL FIND YOU
Feel free to participate.



Process
Thankfully, AI can
help you influence
the customer
journey and reverse-
engineer impressions
and outcomes. 

Here’s how it’s done. 



Goals

Rank positive content on
the first page of the Google
search engine to instantly
build trust. 

Showcase your brand
narrative in a
compelling way and
speed up the process
using AI technology. 



Otter AI
It’s your time to shine. Use
Otter.ai to narrate your
personal and business success
and develop a transcript, which
will later be used to create
content. 

Be real, be descriptive and be
prolific. 

Let’s get started! We need
another brave volunteer. 

https://otter.ai/folder/1132412


Creating Content 
Use your new transcript to generate
articles using Chat GPT 4.0.

We’ll make the process even more
streamline and efficient by integrating
plugins and giving the AI model voice
commands. 

Let’s go visit our friend GPT 4.

https://chat.openai.com/


Save Your
Articles 

We can use Fiverr, Freelancer or
Upwork for publishing.

http://www.fiverr.com/
http://www.freelancer.com/
http://www.upwork.com/


We’re just getting started. 
You have them hooked, now let’s reel them in.



DIGGING DEEPER

01

02

03

04

We’re already influenced the interest/evaluation stage. 
It’s time to enrich the process before moving on. 

Awareness

Interest/Evaluation

Attunement 

Conversion



Get featured in the media.  



News stories must be SIN-ful.

Significant
Your pitch has to be

interesting so readers
want to learn more. 

Interesting
Your idea has to be new or

newsworthy to justify a
story.

New
Your pitch has to share

something significant with
the journalist.



PROCESS

Find the Publication

01
Target the Journalist

02

Write the Pitch

04
Secure the Feature

05

Use AI to Analyze

03

Rinse and Repeat

06







Prepare
Backup
Articles

Evergreen content generated by AI
can rinse negative content from

search engines.



Bonus AI
Sales Tools



Bonus Tools
Seamless AI 01
Apollo 02
Sendspark 03
Warmbox 04
Gong 05

More in the free document with case studies. 



Interative session on solving sales bottlnecks with or without AI.



Thank You!
It’s time for networking.


